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Introduction
Engaged employees are excited and enthusiastic about their jobs. They resist distractions,
tend to forget about time, and routinely produce significantly more than the job requires.
They enjoy searching for ways to improve circumstances, and they volunteer for difficult
assignments. They also encourage others to achieve higher levels of performance. Finally,
they are proud to be involved with their organization and are likely to stay with the
company for the long term.
There are many benefits to understanding engagement levels. Companies with this
knowledge have higher retention rates and superior customer service, and they realize
increased profitability. Leaders at all levels of these organizations strive to create a work
environment that results in highly engaged employees.

Research shows there is no one general set of actions that will guarantee increased
engagement in your company. Improving employee engagement at the organizational
level is both strategic and tactical. The organization is a direct reflection of its leadership.
You will need to identify opportunities, simplify solutions, take action, and hold people
accountable.
In order to create a team-building culture you must do the following:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Assess the individual employee
Assess the leader
Assess the team
Create a culture that values engagement
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1. Assess the Employee
Appropriate assessments will provide you with information about your employees.
Develop your employees by first making sure they are in the right jobs. The average employee
wants to receive more than just a paycheck from his employer. Many employees want to receive
training so that they can develop and advance. Give your employees this opportunity by using
predictive performance or job matching technology. This allows you to strategically invest in your
people so that they are fully developed for the jobs they are in, and so that you can tailor their
training for their career advancement.
Identify your target employees. A target employee is one who fits well in her current job, is fully
engaged on the job, and whose performance exceeds your expectations. She is the kind of
employee who not only achieves goals, but who has the ability to elevate the performance of other
employees, teams, departments, and divisions. Appropriate assessments will tell you about
employees’ cognitive skills, job-related behaviors and occupational interests. Make sure you have
the right data for identifying those target employees that stand out, as well as those employees
who are doing a good job but may not have emerged as target employees yet.

Challenge your employees. Research shows that managers are up to four times more engaged than
frontline employees because of their additional responsibilities. Provide your employees with
stretch goals, avoid micromanaging, and let them learn from their mistakes. This will have a positive
effect on employee engagement. Be sure to get their feedback as you challenge them. Such
information can be extremely important in helping implement solutions. A good approach is to
work with the employee to identify: What can be improved? What does she need? What can be
adjusted? What should we start or stop doing?
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2. Assess the Leader
Appropriate assessments will tell you about the job fit of your leaders.
The act of engaging is a part of every leader’s job profile and leadership skill set. Recognize
the actions of senior leadership, managers, and supervisors as the key drivers of your
engagement.
Appropriate assessments will tell you about the job fit of your existing leaders. Use
assessments to identify top-performing leaders and lesser-performing leaders, and to develop
a predictive performance model based on those results. The next step is to compare your
leaders’ results to the appropriate predictive benchmarks so that you can accurately tell if your
leaders are in the right jobs. This information enables you to decide whether poor job fit is a
selection issue or a development issue.
Identify leadership skills that engage employees. If you want to help increase the
effectiveness of your leaders then you need to identify the leadership skills that are most
effective for engaging employees. Seek feedback about each leader from his boss, peers and
direct reports. Align the leader’s behaviors and leadership skills to the expectations of the
organization and of his boss. Then, close leadership gaps through on-the-job performance,
feedback, and coaching.
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3. Assess the Team
Assessing the team provides an understanding of how the team will interact.
Assess the entire team. Once the individual employees and leaders have been assessed, get
them together to assess the team dynamics. Team assessments will enable those in leadership
positions to gain a big-picture perspective. Each employee brings a different skill set to the work
environment, and a team assessment will allow managers to understand how those skill sets
interact.
Once interaction pattern results are clear, it is easier to make adjustments to the current work
environment. How the team works together directly affects the productivity of the company.
With an overall understanding of where strengths and weaknesses vary, managers are now able
to make appropriate adjustments in order to maximize efficiency.
A properly assessed and adjusted team will then improve employee engagement. When
employees are able to fit their jobs and their teams, productivity will increase. Engagement
occurs when employees feel fulfilled in their roles. When all of the roles are understood and
appreciated, employees will feel engaged and will work to their full potential. Engaged
employees also encourage their peers and coworkers to achieve maximum productivity.
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4. Create a Culture that Values Engagement

When a company values engagement, it is easier to build productive teams.
Keep your employees engaged. Engaged employees require a work culture that is
fundamentally stimulating, a return on the investment they are making in your company, and
leadership from people they can respect. These three elements will ensure that your
employees remain engaged and productive throughout the course of their employment at your
company.
Make sure there is alignment between the employees you recruit and your existing business
culture. Your company’s “culture” is the unique personality of your company: core values,
ethics, the rules that guide behavior. Communicating a clear vision of the future is crucial.

“
”

Satisfaction with employment can also be directly linked to job fit. One way to increase
engagement at the employee level is to make sure you have the right employee in the right
position such that he can thrive and grow. This will result in greater productivity.

The basic building block of good
teambuilding is for a leader to
promote the feeling that every
human being is unique and adds
value.
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Summary:
Creating a Team Building Culture

Need to improve your teams?
Profiles International has helped
thousands of organizations build
effective teams and develop
existing teams.

A company’s brand creates customer loyalty. Your recruitment, selection, on-boarding, coaching,
development, and succession planning process is part of your brand. Think of each of these processes as
a means of retaining top performers and developing future performers. When you enhance your existing
processes with the use of predicative performance models and job matching, and then empower your
managers to use this data, you will accelerate performance and build your employee brand loyalty.
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Profiles International – Who We Are
Profiles International is the best source for talent management solutions, with over 20 years’
experience and more than 40,000 clients in over 120 countries. Our data-driven talent management
solutions – built on complex behavioral science, yet simple to administer and read – help you find
the right people, shape them into a winning team, and lead them to their full potential.

Contact Us
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